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7. Sınıf
İngilizce

Biographies - 1
4.

1 - 9. sorularda boş bırakılan yerlere uygun gelen kelime
ifade veya cümleyi işaretleyiniz.
1.

Judith - - - - the poorest mark in the classroom in the
last chemistry exam and - - - - all day.

Bernard Lucas Feringa worked on the development of
the molecular machines. Thanks to his achievements, he
- - - - the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2016.
A) had influenced on

A) learnt / succeeded

B) was supported by

B) took / felt happier

C) was awarded with

C) won / studied

D) invented machine for

2.

Five months ago, my grandfather - - - - from the
company. After that, my grandparents - - - - the
country. Because they think the country is quieter
and healthier than the city.
A) lived happily / died in
B) decided to work / left
C) retired / moved to
D) worked / had a career in

3.

Carla - - - - Mark’s umbrella because she - - - - hers in
the library yesterday.
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D) got / cried

5.

Professor Barclay didn’t pay his educational expense
when he was a student at Harvard University because
- - - -.
A) he received a scholarship to study at Harvard.
B) the University gave him PhD degree
C) he studied hard to be successful
D) he spent lots of money to study

6.

David left the meeting earlier than the others because
he - - - -.

A) borrowed / forgot

A) came late

B) broke / needed

B) felt terrible

C) bought / found

C) had a career

D) liked / broke

D) liked the meeting
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7.

Salvador Dali moved to Madrid when he was 17 to
- - - - because he was perfectly good at painting.

10 - 12. soruları aşağıda verilen tabloya göre cevaplayınız.

A) get married

Name

Stephan Hawking

B) spend money

Occupation

Physicist

Birth Date

January 8th, 1942

Education

Cambridge University between 1962 and
1966

Marriages

Jane Hawking in 1965

C) study fine arts
D) meet scientists

Elaine Mason in 1995

8.

Albert Einstein was a physicist. He - - - - in physics
when he died at his 76.
A) had extraordinary success
B) moved to London to study
C) graduated from the university
D) wanted to win the Nobel Prize

9.
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10. Stephan Hawking was born in - - - -.
A) sixteen sixty two
B) nineteen forty two
C) fifteen seventy one
D) seventeen forty nine
11. He graduated from Cambridge University in - - - -.
A) 1942
B) 1962
C) 1965
D) 1966

12. In 1995, he - - - -.
A) attended the university
B) divorced Jane Hawking
C) got married to Elaine Mason
D) became a successful physicist

After Fiona graduated from the faculty of medicine,
she - - - -.
A) built a hospital
B) returned home
C) studied at home
D) became a doctor

Cevap anahtarına ulaşmak için karekodu okutunuz.

